Aggressive Chewers: Top Treat Choices
Drs. Foster & Smith Educational Staff

If you've got a power mouth pup in your house that just won't quit, you may find it
difficult to keep enough chew toys and treats on hand.

Aggressive chewers can turn a rawhide chip into a soggy string in one sitting, but
fortunately there are a number of chew treats available designed to keep even the
strongest gnawers busy for days – even weeks – before you have to replace them.
Here are a few ideas for the mighty mouth in your house:

Drs. Foster & Smith Super Heavyweight Rawhide Bones – These dog chew
treats are made of extra-thick cuts of rawhide. Made from premium American
beefhide, these chews are ideal for bigger dogs and mega-chewers.
Hickory-Smoked Bones & Knuckles Dog Treats – These heat sterilized, all natural
bones will keep your dog chewing, gnawing, and licking for hours. With some meat
still attached, these bones make a long-lasting and delicious obsession for even the
most dedicated canine.
Filled Dog Bones by Red Barn – USA Made - White, cut femur bones from beef
cattle are stuffed with a wholesome, flavorful mixture to give your dog two treats in
one. The hard bone exterior offers teeth-cleaning benefits and the delicious soft filling
provides rewarding flavor.
Plaque Attackers – If your dog loves to work on his favorite bone for hours, why not
give him a chew specifically designed to work on improving his dental health as well?
Chew toys like Nylabone Durables, Nylabone Dinos and Dental Chews, and Drs
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Foster & Smith Dental Scrubbies® all feature raised bumps to massage gums and
scrape dental plaque from teeth. They resist tough chewing using unique composite
formulas like hardened cornstarch or pet-safe, flavored thermoplastics.
Do you have an AGGRESSIVE Chewer?

Don't be fooled by the size of your dog. Aggressive chewers come in all breeds,
shapes, and sizes. Some breeds are known for the power of their jaws, but even the
smallest Schnauzer can out-chew a laid-back Labrador if he has the right personality.
So when shopping for long-lasting chews, select the right size for his mouth – and the
right style for his temperament. Please remember, as with all chews and treats, we
recommend supervision during chewtime.
WE RECOMMEND

Drs. Foster & Smith Super
Heavyweight Rawhide Dog
Bones

Nylabone Dental
Chews for Dogs

Hickory-Smoked Bones &
Knuckles Dog Treats
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